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A new line of MH lamps combines the benefits
of pulse-start with compact tubular lamps.

ISO-BX

FOR ISOLATED
GROUND CIRCUITS &
PATIENT CARE AREAS
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Spec the Leader in Pulse Start
Venture’s Uni-Form® pulse start metal halide lighting lamp and ballast systems:
• 25% more mean lumens on average
• Shrouded open fixture protection than competitive pulse start products
Meets NEC requirements and ANSI
criteria for open fixture use
• Maximum light output
• Continuous operation, no shut-off
• Longer lamp life with improved
required
lumen maintenance
• UV Shield® technology blocks nearly
• Hot restart in less than half the time
all ultraviolet light reducing UV
of traditional metal halide systems
damage to merchandise and signage
and 50% faster warm-up
• Less breakage during shipping
• Exclusive formed body arc tube
thanks to stronger weldless
with “tipless” design is shaped
mount construction
to follow the curve of the arc stream
• Double your warranty on lamp/ballast
systems with the “One Call”
limited warranty

To know more about Venture® products please contact
venture@standardpro.com or 800-361-6965
and ask about this Venture advertisement
© 2005 Venture Lighting International. Photo: © Héctor Armando Herrera

Venture, Uni-Form and UV Shield are registered trademarks of Venture Lighting International Standard Products are a trademark of Standard Products
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FROM THE EDITOR //

Construction and technology must
learn to get along
ELECTRICAL BUSINESS is the newspaper of the Canadian
electrical industry. It reports and comments on the news and
happenings in the industry in a manner that is informative,
knowledgeable and constructive.

I

recently returned from Autodesk
University—a huge event that
draws thousands of Autodesk
users from around the world.
Here they network with other users,
attend seminars and hear from
Autodesk executives about new and
exciting solutions that will make their
jobs easier and more productive.
But while productivity gains are
realized by most industries, Autodesk
admits, sadly, that this is not the case
in construction.
Autodesk’s Building Solutions division asked Stanford University to
study the impact of technology
(software) on a number of market
segments (excluding agriculture) over
the past 30 years. The researchers
discovered that while every other
market segment (media, manufacturing, etc.) experienced positive gains
in productivity, the construction
industry remained idle. Its productivity
is the same today as it was 30 years
ago, if not worse.
So why hasn’t technology helped us
any? Sure, it may have eliminated
some of the more mundane functions
and converted at least some paper-
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based documents to digital files, but
those efficiencies haven’t necessarily
translated into projects being
completed faster or players earning
bigger profits.
Perhaps we’re just not exposing our
professionals to available technologies
early enough in their education and
training. When budding architects
head off to school, they learn about
the tools of their trade; tools like
Autodesk. So, too, should apprentice
electricians be exposed to more
software and technology as they
embark upon their careers. If we are
to make the move to a near-paperless
construction process, every player
needs to be on board with the
appropriate skills set.
Now, the following may be a little
‘out there’, but construction
technologies should aim to positively
impact every member’s productivity.
Imagine an electrician carries his
tablet PC to work along with the rest of
his tools. He has to bring in wiring for
specialized equipment on a renovation
job when he notices that the plans he
has differ from actual site conditions
(like that’s never happened before!).

Now imagine the electrician inputs
the actual site conditions and his
suggested remedy on the PC and fires
them off to his superiors who, in
turn, send the same, uncorrupted
information along the chain.
Everyone can see the problem,
modify the plans and execute the
Change Order—all in real time.
Why aren’t we at this stage yet?
Why can’t a contractor carry around a
PC that not only shows him the part
of the drawing he wants to see,
but every component within that
drawing and all related specs?
Every member of the project team
should have the technological tools
he needs to propel the art of
constructing into the 21st Century.
Software/hardware providers must
realize the trades have the same vested
interest in productivity; only then
can we start changing the statistics to
show the construction industry can,
in fact, exploit technology and reap
the rewards.
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INDUSTRY NEWS//
Legrand to Acquire ICM Group

EB raises the bar with
an exciting 2006!
Electrical Business, the leader
in Canadian electrical industry
information and dissemination, is
featuring even more of the handson information you need to get the
job done.
“We will continue to feature our
regular columns, such as Meet the
Players, Trucks for the Trade, It’s
Your Business, etc., but we’re excited
about some of the new initiatives
we’ve got lined up for 2006,” says Bill
Begin, EB publisher.
One of those initiatives is a new
Editorial Advisory Board, which
you’ll meet next month in the
February issue.
“EB often receives inquiries about
various industry elements from
people who just don’t know who
to talk to or, better yet, whom to
believe,” explains Begin, which is
why EB is launching a new service
called “Ask the Expert”. When
readers stumble across a problem
they can’t solve, or just can’t find the
elusive answer to a simple question,
they can turn to EB’s cadre of experts
for help.
This issue also boasts EB’s
inaugural Product Trials. “Besides
just reporting on products new to the
market, EB arranges test drives to
really show off what’s cool about the
equipment,” says Begin.
“Don’t forget about the most
important and influential source
guide for the Canadian electrical
landscape: The Electrical Bluebook!”
says Begin. With the successful
re-launch of Canada’s pre-eminent
source guide for the electrical
industry, EB once again shows its
commitment to servicing the
information needs of its readers. “EB
will again put out the call for
Bluebook information in Spring
2006, so be sure to fill out the faxback form that appears in the
magazine or fill out your particulars
online at EBmag.com to be included
in the 2007 Electrical Bluebook.”
EB has also launched its e-newsletter,
E-Line, which contains information
not found in the magazine or online
at EBmag.com. Be sure to visit the
website to sign up for this monthly
information bundle that arrives
directly in your Inbox.
“As usual, don’t forget to check out
EBmag.com regularly for current
news, additional products not found in
the magazine, the online Gallery and
Online Exclusives,” reminds Begin.
Stay tuned to Electrical Business
magazine, Canada’s authoritative
voice for the electrical industry, as we
continue to bring you even more
information and exciting initiatives
in the coming year.
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The Legrand Group has signed an agreement to acquire ICM Group (Montbard,
France), the marketer of Cablofil® brand
welded wire cable trays. Subject to approval
by French regulatory agencies, the acquisition establishes Legrand as one of the
world’s leading suppliers of cable management systems.
While there is some product overlap
between Cablofil and Wiremold/Legrand,
neither anticipates significant problems or
customer concerns. There will be no nearterm changes to product lines or the way
Wiremold/Legrand and Cablofil go to
market.

Arc fault protection partnership

Leviton Manufacturing Co. and the
Sensors and Controls division of Texas
Instruments Inc. have entered a strategic
alliance that focuses on the co-development of products that provide protection
against the hazard of arc faults. It pairs TI’s
arc detection technology with Leviton’s
wiring device expertise.
The initial focus of the relationship is on
the development of arc fault protection
interrupters (AFCIs) for portable room airconditioners. The AFCI products complement Leviton’s line of LCDIs (leakage current detection interrupters), which were
introduced last year to comply with an
Underwriters Laboratories (UL) listing
requirement that portable air-conditioners
manufactured after August 1, 2004, contain a factory-installed LCDI or AFCI
device to reduce the risk of an arc fault in
the unit’s power cord.

Cooper Crouse-Hinds acquires MEDC
Cooper Crouse-Hinds
(CCH) has expanded
its zone-rated line of
electrical products for
hazardous and industrial environments
with the acquisition of
MEDC Ltd., a UKbased manufacturer of manual, visual and
audible alarms, signals and loudspeakers.
The acquisition allows CCH to offer a full
line of signal and alarm products designed
for use in explosive atmospheres, as well as
harsh industrial and commercial applications. The acquisition is instrumental in
CCH meeting Alberta’s zone-rated requirements for electrical construction.

EGS moves to new facility
This past fall, EGS Electrical Group
Canada Ltd.—known through brands such
as Appleton, O-Z/Gedney, McGill, Curlee
and Sola/Hevi-Duty—moved its corporate
headquarters and plant to a new facility in
Elmira, Ont., which incorporates offices, a
distribution centre, product manufacturing
and assembly operations (with room for
future expansion).
With the relocation, the company says it
has been able to install new and upgraded
manufacturing equipment. According to
Mike Carroll, director of sales and marketing, this will “enhance product quality and
enable us to offer product options that
were not previously available.” For more
information, visit www.egscanada.com.

Building permit values,
October 2005
(Information from StatsCan’s Building
Permits Survey—The Daily, December 6)
The value of building permits increased
in October 2005, fuelled by an ongoing
gain in the residential sector and strong
non-residential construction intentions.
Municipalities issued $5.2 billion in building permits, up 1.2% from September.
October's level was 3.5% lower than the
record high reached last August.
The value of housing permits continued to
progress in October as contractors took out
$3.4 billion worth of housing permits, up
2.4% from September and the sixth monthly
gain in the housing sector in seven months.
Gains in both single- and multi-family components pushed the value of residential permits to its highest value since June 2004.
The value of permits in the non-residential
sector edged down 0.9% in October to $1.9
billion, marked by the decline in the commercial sector which more than offset the
gains posted for industrial and institutional
permits. Despite the decline, the sector maintained its strength. The value of non-residential permits in October was 20.2% higher
than the average monthly level in 2004.
The total value of building permits reached
$50.5 billion between January and October,
up 10.9% from the same period last year.
The growth in the cumulative value of permits was mainly in the non-residential sector,
as permits have been on an upward trend
since the beginning of 2004. The cumulative
value of non-residential permits from
January to October totalled $18.7 billion, up
23.9% from the same period last year.
In the residential sector, the cumulative
value of housing permits totalled $31.8 billion, up 4.5% from January to October
2004. However, this increase was due to
higher prices for new dwellings since the
number of new units approved between
January and October declined 2.9% compared with the first 10 months of 2004.
Regionally, the largest cumulative gains
were in Western Canada, where all census
metropolitan areas in Alberta and British
Columbia posted marked gains from the previous year. While the residential sector was
still growing in these areas, it is the booming
non-residential sector, which mainly
explained the strong growth of the cumulative numbers.

Residential highlights
Building permits for single-family dwellings
rose for a fourth consecutive month, up
3.0% in October to $2.2 billion. The value
of permits for multi-family dwellings reached
$1.2 billion, a 1.4% gain from September.
Provincially, the largest advance in October
in the value of housing permits occurred in
Ontario, the result of a surge in construction
intentions for single-family dwellings.

Alberta and British Columbia also posted
sizeable gains in residential permits. The
value of single-family permits reached new
highs in both provinces.
The demand for new dwellings remained
positively affected by the growth in employment and by the still advantageous mortgage
rates. Building materials and labour cost
increases contributed to the higher prices of
new dwelling since the beginning of the year.
This induced a shift in the demand from single-family dwellings toward the more affordable multi-family units.
The value of multi-family dwellings
reached $11.0 billion, up 11.6% compared
with the first 10 months 2004. This gain
came from the combined effect of a greater
number of multi-family units approved
(+1.4%) and an increase in the average price
of new multi-family units.
Alberta (+21.9%) and British Columbia
(+16.7%) were ahead of the other provinces
in terms of growth for the cumulative value
of housing permits. By contrast, the largest
decline (in dollars) was in Ontario.

Industrial, commercial and
institutional highlights
Permits for the non-residential sector
remained almost unchanged in October at
$1.9 billion. Builders took out fewer commercial permits, while institutional and
industrial permits showed strength.
Institutional permits increased 29.4% to
$541 million. Most of the gain in the
intentions came from social service buildings and medical and hospital projects.
The greatest increase (in dollars terms)
for institutional intentions was in Alberta,
where the value of permits climbed from
$53 million to $141 million because of two
major hospital projects.
The value of industrial permits increased
9.2% to $378 million, the result of higher
construction intentions in the utility building category. The most significant increase
in this component occurred in Quebec,
which jumped 61.7% to $108 million.
Only the commercial component
declined in October, falling 15.2% to $958
million, the result of declines in the office
building and warehouse categories. After
recording two strong increases in a row,
Ontario recorded the largest drop, falling
28.0% to $379 million.
Provincially, the largest drop in October
occurred in Ontario for the second month
in a row. Non-residential permits fell 8.4%
to $743 million, led by a strong decline in
the commercial component after two
monthly increases. The biggest gain
occurred in Alberta, where non-residential
permits rose 34.3% to $430 million due to
higher construction intentions for commercial and institutional buildings.
Of the 28 census metropolitan areas, 19
recorded monthly decreases in the value of

New electrical code available
It’s that time once again to polish up on your code know-how.
Updated every four years, the Canadian Electrical Code
2006 edition is ready for you. CEC 2006 Part I contains
important changes in technical requirements in areas such
as bonding and grounding, GFCIs, and sunlight, shock
and arc flash protection. All sections have been written in
a more friendly, consistent format, and include more figures and examples of calculations. For the first time, a
pocket-sized reference booklet will be packaged with
the code. It contains the most frequently used tables,
charts and graphs. To purchase, call (800) 463-6727 or
order online at www.shopcsa.ca.

INDUSTRY NEWS//
non-residential permits. The largest gain occurred in
Edmonton, and the largest decrease was in Ottawa.
Municipalities have issued $18.7 billion worth of nonresidential permits since the beginning of the year, up
23.9% from the same period in 2004. All three components were up from previous year.

Last thoughts

Newfoundland Power
to invest millions
Newfoundland Power Inc.’s 2006 Capital
Budget was approved by Newfoundland
and Labrador Board of Commissioners
of Public Utilities, so the company
plans to invest approximately $49 million

this year to further upgrade and enhance
its electricity system.
More than half of the company's capital
expenditures will be devoted to replacing
aged and deteriorated components of the
electricity system to improve safety and
reliability. Capital projects will include

Several economic indicators have pointed to good health
in the non-residential sector recently. Corporations
earned record high operating profits in the third quarter
of 2005. Profits have risen for four consecutive quarters,
and for 13 of the past 15 quarters.
In September, lower demand for motor vehicles drove
down total retail sales as non-auto retailers recorded the
largest monthly sales gain in eight months. Also, office
vacancy rates fell in almost all major markets during the
last few months.

significant upgrades to transmission
and distribution lines located in the
areas of Bay St. George, Notre Dame
Bay and the Bonavista Peninsula.
Investments will also be made to replace
aging components at the Petty Harbour
hydroelectric plant.

Turn Safety On
Square D Industrial
Safety Switches

New online service
for electrical equipment
Anyone about to buy an electrical product can check
online to see whether it has been certified by the
IECEE CB Scheme: the IEC’s Worldwide System
for Conformity Testing and Certification of Electrical
Equipment. With more than 100 requests a day
regarding the authenticity of a particular certificate
coming in to the IECEE, this information service should
help avoid frauds, increase transparency and help lessen
administrative follow-up processes.
This service is aimed at buyers, retailers and vendors,
regulators, national authorities and consumers. The system’s main objective is to reduce costs for manufacturers
by diminishing technical barriers to trade, such as multiple testing for multiple markets.last few months.

Free battery recycling service for business

What makes Square D
your choice for Safety
Switches?
• Over 100 years of safety
switch experience
• Undisputed quality
• Reliable operation
• Design standards that
exceed the CSA and
UL test requirements
Don’t compromise
on safety.

The Rechargeable Battery Recycling Corp. (RBRC)
says it is now providing its rechargeable battery and
cell phone recycling program— Call2Recycle™—
to Canadian businesses free of charge.
Through RBRC’s recycling network, reusable
metals from nickel-cadmium (Ni-Cd), lithium ion
(Li-ion), nickel metal hydride (Ni-MH) and small
sealed lead (Pb) batteries are recovered and recycled to
make new products. Businesses interested in enrolling
in the program can visit www.call2recycle.org or call
(888) 224-9764 for more information.

www.schneider-electric.ca
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Remember Al Borland (Richard Karn) from television’s “Home
Improvement”? He’s is the spokesperson for RBRC’s Call2Recycle program.

Square D Safety
Turn It On.

Northern Cables Inc.

INFO NO. 20

“The armoured cable specialists”
Canadian manufacturer specializing in
AC90, TECK90, MCTHHN, ACTHH, HCF
P.O. Box 1564, 50 California Ave., Brockville, Ontario K6V 6E6 • Web: www.northerncables.com
Phone 613-345-1594 • Toll free 1-888-524-5050 • Fax 613-345-3147
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Poke-throughs and
floor/wall boxes
BY NIGEL HESSELTINE
Photo courtesy Wiremold

W

all boxes, floor boxes and poke-through
devices have changed over the years and
continue to do so. Today, they go almost
anywhere, do almost everything, blend into
the background and look good doing it.
Their
makers—companies
like
Hubbell
Manufacturing, Thomas & Betts (T&B) and
Wiremold/Legrand—are continuously improving the
flexibility, performance, aesthetics and ease of installation
of these devices.
On the flexibility front, one thing is certain: people want
these units to bring power, data, communications and more to
wherever they choose to conduct business within their new or
retrofitted work spaces.
T&B’s Steel City 665 cast iron floor box line provides
a high-capacity power and data solution for
ground floor installations. Removable voltage
dividers allow users to customize wiring
configurations by feeding two
or more adjacent compartments
with a single conduit.

Poke-throughs/floor boxes do more than ever
Poke-throughs and floor boxes have answered this challenge for
many organizations. These fittings make connections available
in the middle of large, open spaces for equipment like computers (which must have power and networking capability), projectors (which require A/V inputs) and conferencing phones
requiring the best in telecommunications.
One such device is Hubbell’s 4x4 flush fire-rated pokethrough, which has four power outlets and four keystone outlets. The modules that plug into the keystone outlets carry “telephone, data, audio/visual... some even carry microphones and
headphones,” explains Anthony Nigro, Hubbell’s product marketing manager for poke-through devices and floor boxes.
They may also have to accommodate special modular connections offered by other manufacturers. For instance, Wiremold
introduced a poke-through device last year that supports A/V
connectivity from California-based Extron® Electronics, a large
manufacturer of audio/video system products.
From a performance standpoint, floor boxes and pokethrough devices must meet or exceed the three-year-old UL

T&B’s series of Steel City
single-gang residential
floor box kit features
durable metallic covers
and flanges available in
brass or nickel finishes.
Wiremold’s CCFB Series of floor boxes is specifically designed for applications
like convention centres. It can accommodate a range of devices from 20A
to 200A, providing services such as power, datacom and A/V, even water
and compressed air.
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514A standard, Metallic Outlet Boxes, which requires fittings
to exclude scrub water from the electrical side. Mike O’Brien,
product business manager at Wiremold, says his company’s
devices were redesigned with integral gaskets to meet these
requirements. He adds the low-voltage compartments were
made water-resistant as well, even though the standard doesn’t
require it, because protecting data connections from water has
the added benefit of keeping out dirt and debris that can
impact performance.
Pierre Fortin, product marketing manager for T&B’s Steel
City line, says his units “have always been mop-tight when you
unplug everything and lockdown the covers.” They have to be,
he continues, “especially because of the ‘Zambonis’ [mechanical floor scrubbers] used on tile surfaces.”
T&B’s new Steel City® 668-S ultra-shallow floor box is a
four-gang recessed floor box that’s only 2.5-in. high, Fortin
says. It is designed for the shallow concrete pours sometimes
used for upper floors to reduce building costs.
The company’s new Steel City single-gang residential floor
box makes it easy to make power and data connections available wherever they’re needed in the middle of the large rooms
found in many of today’s homes. (We should soon see the
introduction of T&B’s high-capacity, four-gang Steel City 665
cast iron floor box, designed for ground floor applications.)
Wiremold has a new family of Canadian-made floor boxes
specifically designed for applications like convention centres.
The CCFB Series accommodates a range of devices from 20A
to 200A, providing services such as power, datacom and A/V,
even water and compressed air.
Niel Palmer, engineering manager at the Wiremold plant in
Fergus, Ont., where the devices are manufactured, says they are
“the first CCFB series UL listed as a complete assembly.” They
are completely configurable, he notes, so “the customer does
not have to settle for, and design their building around, a standard product.” He adds, “We provide comprehensive engineering support, from design (including 3-D solid modelling and
finite element analysis) to product installation.”
Maintaining the fire rating of the slab in which they are
installed is another requirement poke-through devices must
meet. To do this, manufacturers have incorporated intumescent
fire-stopping material into the fitting itself. At Wiremold, this
is done by putting die-cast intumescent material around the
poke-through’s conduit stem. The material expands during a

Wall box update
A popular wall box from Hubbell’s Multi Connect WSCS
line has no exposed screws. It offers colour co-ordinated
trim rings and faceplates in White, Grey, Ivory, Almond
and Black: “It’s used for power and fibre optics to everything in between, and gives a nice clean finish,” says Nigro.
Anything that cuts labour costs for contractors is going to
get attention. Consequently, manufacturers put a lot of
effort into finding ways to shave seconds off installation
time and tailor products to meet specific needs.
Brian MacDonald, product marketing manager for
T&B’s Iberville division, says its new BC2304-LHTQ
wall boxes save time because they are CSA approved for
single-screw installation (in half-inch drywall and outside
wall applications) and feature ‘pregnant sides’ that give
electricians more room to work with conductors.
A gangable model, BC1304-LHTQ, is also available.
Hubbell offers oversized boxes that respond to the
growing demand for GFCI circuits and surge protection,
says Linda Merrick, product marketing manager for
the company’s wall box line. The 1111 metal utility box

Megger Quality
Affordably Priced

Innovations ahead
All of the companies interviewed are using feedback from
customers and focus groups to improve their products
or develop new ones. Some also employ the Kaizen1
methodology for achieving continuous incremental
improvement in their manufacturing processes. At
Hubbell, Nigro explains, a Kaizen typically involves about
10 people from different departments in the company.
They come together to review a process and comment
on it, raising valid questions originating from their own
unique perspectives.
O’Brien says, “The Kaizen philosophy allows Wiremold
to develop new products faster than ever before.”

Accounting
Principles Course

Canadian Standards
Association (CSA)

ECAA (Electrical Contractors
Association of Alberta)

January 16–17, Winnipeg
January 19–20, Calgary
January 23–24, Vancouver
January 30–31, Ft. McMurray
February 2–3, Regina
February 9–10, Ottawa
February 13–14, St. John's
February 16–17, Halifax
February 20–21, Mississauga
February 27–28, Edmonton
March 2–3, Yellowknife
March 6–7, Whitehorse
March 27–28, Moncton
March 30–31, Cornerbrook
April 6–7, Niagara Falls
April 12–13, Mississauga
April 18–19, Vancouver
May 8–9, London
May 25–26, Montreal (English)
June 12–13, Red Deer
June 26–27, Sudbury
learningcentre.csa.ca

January 27–28
www.ecaa.ab.ca

• Tough

IESNA (Illuminating Engineering
Society of North America)
January 8–10
New York, NY
www.iesna.org

(Live Voltage Warning/Lockout)

• Hands Free Operation
(Remote Probe)

www.megger.com

1-800-297-9688

Note
1. Kaizen is a Japanese term taken from words ‘Kai’ (continuous) and ‘zen’ (improvement).
2. LEED™ stands for Leadership in Energy and Environmental Design. The LEED Green
Building Rating System® is a voluntary, consensus-based standard for developing
high-performance, sustainable buildings.

Canadian Electrical
Code Essentials

Centennial Conference

• Safe

You wouldn’t instinctively associate the manufacture
of electrical boxes with LEED2 certification, but there is
a connection. For instance, Merrick mentions Hubbell
offers FBA boxes that have both an air and vapour barrier
to eliminate moisture.
These companies are planning product introductions by
the end of the first quarter, but are keeping most of the details
to themselves. For now, we must content ourselves in
the knowledge that manufacturers are working just as hard
at improving seemingly basic/commodity products as they
are at developing new classes of product.

CALENDAR//

CSA APPROVED
(Rubber Armored and Drop Tested to 3ft.)
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has 16.5 cubic inches of capacity.
Some wall boxes, such as Wiremold’s NMAPME
non-metallic wireless access point mounting enclosure,
address the need to provide quality WiFi signals for the
growing number of wireless devices in the workplace.

International
Builders’ Show
& tecHOMExpo
January 11–14
Orlando, Fla.
www.buildersshow.com

Pool Tournament
BCEA (British Columbia
Electrical Association)
February 2
www.bcea.bc.ca

Annual Technical
Conference
EIAA (Electrical Inspectors
Association of Alberta)
February 3–4
Sherwood Park, Alta.
www.eiaa2004.com

Annual Convention

National Conference
CHBA (Canadian Home
Builders Association)
February 24–26
www.chba.ca

University of Industrial/
Electrical Distribution
(UID/UED)
NAED (National Association
of Electrical Distributors
March 5–8
Indianapolis, Ind.

Total Apprentice
Conference 2006:
Techniques of the Trades
Skilled Trades Alliance (STA)
March 25
Hamilton, Ont.
Visit www.skilledtrades.ca and
Click STA logo

ECAA (Electrical Contractors
Association of Alberta)
February 8–18
www.ecaa.ab.ca

Want to see
YOUR EVENT
listed here?

Legal Implications
Course
ECAA (Electrical Contractors
Association of Alberta)
February 9–10
www.ecaa.ab.ca

Valentine Dinner
and Dance

Send information to
acapkun@clbmedia.ca
or fax (905) 727-0017

OEL (Ontario
Electrical League)

(give us at
least three months
lead time)

February 10
Toronto, Ont.
www.oel.org
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fire event to fill in any space between the concrete slab and
the fitting, preserving the slab’s fire rating.
If a poke-through fitting has to be removed, owners can
procure ‘abandon’ plates for the opening left behind. These
plates boast fire-stopping material on their backs, Nigro
says, so all one has to do is “screw them down and make
sure they’re secure, set carpet or tile over them, and they
comply with the fire rating.”
When it comes to aesthetics for floor boxes and
poke-throughs, Fortin says brass and aluminum (nickel)
finishes are the most popular. People like the look of brass,
and other brass fittings and fixtures are often in the
vicinity. Even though the industry offers covers and faceplates made of metal, plastic and wood with many different
finishes, he contends most end-users just want the fittings
to be low-profile: “I have more issues with exit signs
(aesthetically) than floor boxes.”
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Canadian cities face space
crunch this year
2006 commercial space forecast

M

ost major cities in Canada are expected to experience
strong demand for commercial space in 2006. In fact,
the folks at Cushman & Wakefield LePage suggest
that the “No Vacancy” could become a common sight
in places like Vancouver and Toronto, but especially Calgary.
Calgary’s office towers are already busting at the seams, says the
report, driven by a demand for space from companies tied to the oil
and gas sector. With the city’s central area office vacancy expected
to bottom-out at 1.8% in 2006, businesses will be challenged to
meet their space needs until new supply eases the situation.
In just one year, ending Q3 2005, Calgary’s citywide vacancy
plummeted 50% from 4.8 million sf to 2.4 million sf. With no

signs of this boom letting up and virtually no new space scheduled
to open in 2006, Calgary’s downtown vacancy could come close to
the zero mark.
“2006 is going to be the tightest market we’ve seen in over 20
years,” confirms Chris Anderson, vice-president and general manager, Cushman & Wakefield LePage, Calgary. “We’re going to see
more people in less space; hotelling is also an option, and demand
for suburban space is going to climb.”
The good news, Anderson adds, is that there is a solid economic
bedrock from which to build. “Developers are feeling confident
that new buildings can deliver long-term returns, and we expect a
number of new building announcements in 2006. By 2010,

Showcasing the Industry
MEET (Mechanical Electrical Electronic Technology) has proven itself to be one of the
top industry events in Canada. Acting as a comprehensive marketplace, this show
gives industry professionals the unique opportunity to see mechanical and electrical
companies from across North America under one roof. If your business plan includes
putting your products in front of contractors, developers, engineers, technologists,
tradespeople and government officials who are involved in the industrial, commercial, institutional and residential sectors, you can count on MEET 2006 to deliver.

More than a Trade Show
Education

The four sponsoring associations of the MEET show (CIPH,
ASHRAE, Electro-Federation and IESNA) are committed to putting
forth a strong, diverse and topical educational program. The
seminar program has become a centerpiece of the event and
will continue to grow and add value.

Industry Dinner

The popularity of this event is amazing. Make sure you get
your tickets early for this night of networking, entertainment,
great food and fun. Sponsorship opportunities are available for
this event, please contact us for details. Circle Wednesday, May
3 are we’ll keep you posted with the details.

For More Information Contact:
Jeff Lacey • jlacey@masterpromotions.ca or Toll Free: 1-888-454-7469
SHOW HOURS:

Wednesday, May 3 10am – 6pm
Thursday, May 4 10am – 5pm

INFO NO. 23

www.MEET2006.com
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Calgary’s skyline will have a completely different look.”
Vancouver is also doing well for the coming year, thanks
to an infrastructure boom, related in part to the 2010
Olympics and increased resource sector activity. With
central area vacancy projected to fall to 6.7% in 2006 and
with little new space coming on stream until 2007, the
Class A office market will see continued pressure on rental
rates, which should spur development announcements in
this market as well.
In Canada’s largest office market, Toronto, demand for
space will remain strong through 2006, pushing the
vacancy rate in the central area down to 7.6% from
8.9% (Q3 2005).
“With 161 million sf of inventory, tenants in Toronto
have some room to maneuver, but vacancy is definitely
tightening and large contiguous blocks are becoming
increasingly scarce,” said Paul Morse, executive vicepresident of office leasing, Cushman & Wakefield
LePage, Toronto. New construction announcements
expected in 2006 will create much needed options for
tenants with larger space needs.
Meantime, as in other tight markets, low vacancies will
exert upward pressure on rental rates and more companies
will move to fringe areas surrounding the core and suburban markets. Where supply shortages exist, the suburbs
also offer a shorter turnaround time for new development—14 to 20 months compared to 40.
However, with the race on in downtown Toronto to
find enough tenants to justify new construction, landlords are more than willing to negotiate to secure their key
tenants. This will help to contain rate increases in this
competitive market.
“Landlords and developers will respond to market
forces and business will continue to explore real estate
options that support their corporate objectives,” says
Morse. “Fortunately, despite high property taxes, downtown Toronto continues to demonstrate its draw as an
ideal location for many corporations, both foreign and
domestic.”
As for other Canadian markets, the report finds that
Edmonton, Winnipeg, Ottawa and Montreal are also
geared for vacancy decreases in 2006. Halifax can expect
a slight increase in vacancy due to anticipated new supply.
There is no question, however, that the 2006 forecast for
continued growth in office markets indicates that corporate Canada is moving forward with renewed confidence.
All of which is good news, because the facts point to the
new construction of commercial spaces in these urban
centres and surrounding areas. Furthermore, in markets
like Toronto (where there is some maneuverability), the
renovation and upgrading of existing spaces could prove
lucrative for 2006. Don’t miss out on the action.
—With files from Cushman & Wakefield
LePage Annual Office Market Forecast.

Key Cushman & Wakefield LePage
office market predictions
• Continued strong office demand and falling vacancy forecast
in 2006 for major growth markets.
• 2006 central area vacancy projected to reach a new low
of 1.8% in Calgary, while falling to 4.9% in Vancouver and
7.6% in Toronto.
• Shortage of new supply will limit options for tenants seeking
large blocks of contiguous Class A space in downtown areas.
• Suburban and downtown fringe office markets will see
increased demand as tenants seek alternatives to tightening
central markets.
• Significant new supply is expected to come on stream
beginning in 2007, opening the doors for long-term strategic
planning by tenants and landlords through 2006.

TOOLS FOR THE TRADE//

Portable band saw trials

BY ANTHONY CAPKUN

Product stats
Milwaukee deep-cut portable band
saw: Model 6230
Amps
Feet per minute
Capacity (rectangular stock)
Capacity (round stock)
Length
Tool Weight

6
0–350
4.75 in.
4.75 in.
19.75 in.
17 lb

DeWALT heavy-duty deep-cut variable
speed band saw: Model D28770

W

ith all the product choices out
there, it is understandably difficult
deciding which is just right for
your crew. Wouldn’t it be great if
you could just take a couple of tools home and
test them out on-site for a week or so before
making a purchasing decision?
Well, in a way, Electrical Business aims to do
just that. We’re putting products into the
hands of the people who use them daily—electrical contractors and their crews—to get their
impressions and help you make an informed
buying decision.

Give the hacksaw a rest

more) and come in hard plastic carry cases.
Without question, they’ll both take up a bit
of room in your truck or van, but that’s the
price you pay for the work you can do with a
portable band saw. Both cases contain space
for extra blades and the owner’s manual.
Speaking of manuals, both are easy to follow, covering everything from blade installation to tips on blade selection. The owner’s
manuals also contain the all-important warranty information. Milwaukee warrants its
product to be free from defects in material
and workmanship from five years after the
date of purchase. Of course, the warranty
does not cover things like tool abuse. For its
part, DeWALT only offers a three-year warranty stemming from the date of purchase
(with all the usual disclaimers). However, it
does advertise one year of free service and a
90-day, no-questions-asked return policy.
So much for the paperwork. Now, how did
the tools fare?

conclude that either portable band saw
will get the job done admirably, to the
delight of your crew. When browsing
turns to purchasing, your decision will
likely be based on reputation and price
point. Who can offer you the best deal?
Who offers the best warranty and service package?
However, we recognize that some folks
purchase tools on brand alone, in which
case—whether you’re a DeWALT or
Milwaukee fan—either tool should
serve you well.

Amps
Feet per minute
Capacity (rectangular stock)
Capacity (round stock)
Tool length
Tool weight

6
82–280
4.75 in.
4.75 in.
21 in.
15.5 lb

Portable bandsaw
test criteria

• Power
• Speed
• Vibration
• Balance
• Grip

• Triggering
• Blade change-out
• Tool case
• Owner’s manual

Test results

The DeWALT’s onboard light helps illuminate the work at hand.
EB decided to tackle portable band saws for
its inaugural product trial. These things can
save a crew a ton of time when cutting materials. Our research shows there are currently
just three manufacturers offering portable
band saws: Milwaukee and DeWALT stepped
up to the challenge.
Milwaukee sent us the 6230 deep-cut
portable band saw while DeWALT sent in its
D28770 heavy-duty deep-cut variable speed
band saw. Both tools weigh around 16 lb, are
about 20-in. long (See “Product Stats” for

Conclusion
Overall, the Milwaukee seems to offer a slightly deeper, wider cut, and felt a little better balanced. With regard to the DeWALT, our
testers liked the unit’s onboard light (for illuminating the work at hand), no-slip bumpers
and integrated hanging hook. Both units are
relatively quiet when at work.
After testing both products under the same
conditions for a couple of weeks, we have to

INFO NO. 24

The Milwaukee makes short work of this pipe.

The tools were given to a crew working on a
new industrial site. They tested both saws on a
variety of materials, including large-diameter
copper wire, large BMT conduit, 1 5/8-in.
unistrut, rigid steel conduit and aluminum
wire. The crew was asked for their impressions
on a variety of criteria, such as power, vibration, grip, etc.
Unfortunately, neither tool emerged as a clear
winner. Both displayed ample power, easily cutting through anything our testers could throw at
them. The variable speed option (available on
both tools) really helped with difficult materials.
(The DeWALT features a knob on the body for
adjusting speed, while the Milwaukee’s speed
control knob is located by the trigger.)
Neither tool experienced excessive vibration—pretty much smooth cutting all the way
through. Both offered a good grip and good
balance. Over the two-week trial period, neither band saw required a blade change-out,
which tells you something of the importance
of both selecting the right blade for the job at
hand, and putting the tool into the hands of
someone who knows how to wield it.
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Planning your
business exit strategy
Resolve to make your
dreams come true
BY D.M. (DOUG) ROBBINS,
FCBI, M&AMI

International Trade Fair for Architecture and Technology

> Electrical
Engineering
Course set firmly
towards the future.

B

eing the first month of
the new year, January is replete
with New Year’s Resolutions.
We frequently resolve to lose
weight, spend more time with family,
improve our golf game, and so forth,
yet we rarely resolve to plan our
business exit strategy well in advance.
This is unfortunate, because there are
several important things to consider
before you sell your equipment and
cancel your phone.

Points to ponder
Profitable additional business and lucrative follow-on orders – that’s what the
current trends in electrical engineering
promise. As Europe’s largest trade fair for
electrical house and building installations,
Light + Building showcases the entire range
of the market. Whether you’re looking for
security solutions, network systems or the
latest installation technologies, here you’ll
find the practical, user-oriented expertise
necessary for meeting the demands of
future markets.
Canadian German Chamber
of Industry and Commerce Inc.
Phone (416) 640 -70 79, Fax (416) 598 -18 40
info@canada.messefrankfurt.com
www.light-building.messefrankfurt.com
≠¿
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1. Plan

your exit three to five
years in advance. Selling a business is a process, not an event. The
fastest transaction with which I
have ever been involved took only
half a day of negotiations.
However, there were six weeks of
preparation time before we entered
negotiations, and closing took over
seven months. Tax structuring
alone can often take one to two
years to devise and implement.

2. Consult your accountant and
review your tax structure. Most
clients have not thought about the
various opportunities available to
them to save taxes when selling
their business. Take advantage of
both your spousal capital gains
exemptions and even your children’s exemptions (where possible)
by using a family trust.

3. Retain a lawyer knowledgeable
in transaction law. The law is
extraordinarily complex and diverse,
so it is wise to hire a lawyer who specializes in commercial law as it
relates to the sale of a business.
Ensure your minute books are upto-date and that all legal documents
(i.e. leases; employment and supply

contracts; license, shareholder and
distribution agreements; and all
other legal documents) are in order
and readily available for inspection.

4. Retain a competent intermediary.
Have him work with your accountant and other specialists to develop a
100% accurate ‘offering document’,
which is made available to qualified
purchasers. All purchasers should be
qualified from the ‘3M’ perspective
(money, management, motivation),
and your intermediary should be
comfortable with taking your
business to market using a NAP (no
asking price) program. He should
research the market to identify both
strategic and synergistic buyers. He
should also free you from most of
the responsibilities surrounding the
sale so you can focus on running
your business.

5. Conduct due diligence on your
business as though you were a
buyer or, better still, have your
intermediary execute due diligence for you. This investigation
not only reviews the accuracy of
the offering document, but reveals
the facts that support your company’s future revenue and profitability prospects. Always include a
profit/loss projection for three
years (fully supported by historical
results) as well as research indicating future opportunities.

6. Identify impediments or obstacles that will hamper or prevent the
sale of your business and take
appropriate corrective action.
Environmental issues and noncompliance with various laws, rules
or regulations can seriously detract
from the value of your business.

7. Have

your business evaluated
and establish realistic goals pertaining to its value. After all, the
value of your business will vary from
buyer to buyer, so you need to have
a realistic view of the range of values
prospective buyers will attach to it.
Be flexible in the structure of your
transaction (your accountant can be
of great assistance in this area). Have
your lawyer help you so as to
minimize the risk of not receiving
deferred payments.

8. Operate your business as though
it were not for sale. The sale of a
business can often be a long, arduous process, taking between 12 and
36 months (depending on the type
of business, economic conditions,
political climate and so forth).
Should you take your eyes off the
business to focus on its sale, you
stand to lose opportunities, revenues
and profitability, all of which reduce
the value you will ultimately receive
from the sale of your business.
Remember to commit to New Year’s
Resolutions for your business, as well
as your personal life, and make your
dreams come true.

D.M. (DOUG) ROBBINS, FCBI, M&AMI, is
the founding president of Robbinex Inc.,
which has specialized in the sale of
privately owned mid-sized businesses
since 1974. Doug is a well-known speaker
and workshop leader on business
topics. He is a licensed real estate
and business broker, a member of
the International Business Brokers
Association (IBBA) and a founding
member of the M&A Source. Copyright
Robbinex Inc. All rights reserved.

IT’S YOUR BUSINESS//
BY RON COLEMAN,

Given the market, why
are so many contractors unprofitable?
B.Comm., FCAA CMC

T

he range of profitability between contractors is
truly astounding. I get to see a lot of financial
statements (over 1000 typically) in my job.
After tracking them for a couple of years, I’ve
uncovered the following pattern: 25% of contractors
lose money; 25% are at break-even or up to about
4% profit; 25% make from 4% to 8% profit; and
25% make over 8% profit. (I refer to pre-tax operating
profit after all normal expenses, including a reasonable
owner/manager salary.)
What’s fascinating about these results is that,
regardless of the trade I’m analyzing or where it is
located (be it Canada or the United States), the same
pattern emerges every time! This phenomenon is
particularly interesting when it involves contractors
competing in the same market.
I interview the owners of many of these companies,
and always ask them “Why?”. Why is one contractor
getting such different results from his competitor?
Why is one company showing a loss on sales of,
say, 5%, while another is showing a profit of 15%?
Table 1 shows the results of a survey I recently
completed. Judging by the range you see before you, it
is clear there is no such thing as an ‘average’ contractor.
In this particular survey, 28% of the contractors are
making between 9.1% and 16.1% pre-tax operating
profit. 26% are making between 4% and 7.6%, a
further 26% are surviving between break-even and
3.3%, while the remaining 20% are losing money.
So why are 46% of these companies not performing
at a reasonable level?

could have foreseen the pitfalls if you hadn’t been so busy.
Fire yourself from daily operations. You need to free yourself
up so you can spend time on preventative maintenance. Keep
your company out of trouble so you can keep your profits.
Remember the 80/20 rule: 80% of your profits come from
20% of the jobs you do.

Primary profit program
Have one primary area of business and put your resources and energy into it. The other areas will follow. If you do commercial, resi-

dential and line work, pick the one that is going to generate the
most profit and put your energies there. When you have the
resources to maintain a second major division, ensure you have the
right people in place to champion it. Don’t spread yourself too thin.

Making good choices
The economy is currently quite strong—a time when virtually all
of Canada is going through a construction boom. You don’t have to
be brilliant. You don’t have to make more good decisions to be successful—you just need to make fewer bad ones.

Address the following elements
Size of company
It is very difficult for companies with sales under
$750,000 to make money consistently unless they
find themselves a very good niche.

Fire yourself
There is a tendency in construction to make
money on one job and give it back on the next.
Write down all the jobs you did last year that you
wished you hadn’t. Identify why you wish you
hadn’t done those jobs, then decide whether you

A survey of Canadian trade contractors, all of which
belong to the same trade association. Approximately
75% of them are based in Ontario. (Source: Coleman
Management Services Inc. 2004.)
OPERATING
PROFIT (%)

1 . . . . . . . . . . 16.10
2 . . . . . . . . . . 15.50
3 . . . . . . . . . . 15.00
4 . . . . . . . . . . 11.90
5 . . . . . . . . . . 11.40
6 . . . . . . . . . . 11.40
7 . . . . . . . . . . 10.80
8 . . . . . . . . . . 10.30
9 . . . . . . . . . . . 9.80
10 . . . . . . . . . . 9.10
11 . . . . . . . . . . 9.10
12 . . . . . . . . . . 7.60
13 . . . . . . . . . . 7.40
14 . . . . . . . . . . 7.40
15 . . . . . . . . . . 7.40
16 . . . . . . . . . . 5.70
17 . . . . . . . . . . 5.50
18 . . . . . . . . . . 5.00
19 . . . . . . . . . . 4.80
20 . . . . . . . . . . 4.70

OPERATING
PROFIT (%)

RANKING
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4.20
3.30
3.00
2.80
2.70
2.60
1.70
1.40
1.10
1.00
0.70
–1.10
–1.30
–1.50
–1.70
–2.10
–3.30
–6.40
–6.50
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.

Note: The left-hand column shows the ranking of each of the 39
contractors surveyed. The other column shows the percentage pre-tax
operating profit on sales, normalized after allowing for reasonable
management salaries and eliminating extraordinary transactions.

FREE

CE Code Pocket Reference with
CEC, Part I hardcopy version.

The Canadian Electrical Code, Part I includes many important changes. Its companion text, the
CE Code Handbook, has been completely updated with more figures and examples of calculations.
The 2006 CE Code Smart CD-ROM contains the full text of the 2006 CE Code and Handbook
with interactive calculations, all in an easy-to-navigate format.

Sign up for a 2006 Seminar today!
2006 CE Code Seminars are held at convenient locations across Canada or at your own location.
To order or to register for a seminar,
call

1- 800 - 463 - 6727 or go to http://cecode.csa.ca

Toronto

Montreal

Edmonton

Vancouver

416-747-4044
sales@csa.ca

514-428-2418
easternsales@csa.ca

780-490-2007
westernsales@csa.ca

604-244-6652
pacificsales@csa.ca
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RANKING

PERSONALITIES //
See yourself online at EBmag.com The Electrical Business photo gallery is up and running at www.EBmag.com (click on Gallery). Check out some of the events we’ve attended and the people we met.
Winner announced
in Bodine contest

Martin Butirich is the winner of Bodine
Electric Co.’s 100th Anniversary Oldest
Motor Contest. His winning entry, a 1927
oscillating spindle sander, took the prize in
two of the contest categories: it was both
the oldest Bodine product still doing its job
and the oldest Bodine product submitted.
Butirich received a cheque for $2000
USD... pretty good considering he bought
the sander for 20 dollars at a building
materials resale centre!
René Marineau, president of Canlyte Inc.,
announced the appointment of Ted Kuss to
the position of sales manager, Western
Canada. He joined Canlyte’s Lightolier
sales team in Vancouver 22 years ago and has
been the British Columbia sales manager for
the Lightolier CFI sales team since 1993.
Cindy Gibson has been appointed director,
professional sales of Philips Lighting

Canada. Michael Gentile, vice-president
and general manager, made the announcement. Gibson has held several senior
national sales and marketing roles, most
recently as vice-president, sales and marketing at Eastern Wire & Conduit (a division
of Tyco). In 2003, she received EFC’s
CEMRA Person of the Year Award.

construction products. Drew Molnar,
whose previous position at Dimplex was
construction products channel manager, has
been promoted to director of sales for
Chromalox and Electromode. New to the
team is Mike O’Donnell, who has come
aboard as Chromalox and Electromode
channel manager.

Peter D’Uva, chair of the Ontario Electrical
League (OEL), announced the appointment
of Mary Ingram-Haigh as president of the
league. She most recently worked at Schneider
Electric, and has been involved in many
industry committees and strategy sessions,
including EFC’s Process Technology
Committee.

Thanks from Medgar
for great golf tourney

Accubid president and CEO, Giovanni
Marcelli, has been honored with IEC’s 2005
National Industry Achievement Award, which
is presented each year to recognize significant
and outstanding contributions to IEC and the
electrical industry. A former electrical contractor, Giovanni started his own business 22
years ago. He felt early estimating systems
lacked the core functionality needed to make
the contractor’s business more efficient, so he
developed his own estimating software.
Dimplex North America Ltd. has restructured the management of its Professional
Products Division. Bill Harris, whose previous position at Dimplex was vice-president
sales of Electraflame specialty retail markets,
has assumed the role of vice-president sales
for Chromalox and Electromode professional heating products, as well as Optiflame

Tackle the Code Conundrum... if you dare

The Medgar Lighting Group thanks everyone who participated in its third annual golf
tournament in memory of Brian Phelps.
180 folks showed up on what was perhaps
the wettest day of the year, and through the
combination of financial sponsor donations
and donations through event attendee
tickets—plus revenues from the putting
competition—Medgar raised $20,500 for
the Heart & Stroke Foundation. Mark
down Friday, September 15 as the date for
Medgar’s 4th annual tournament.
Legrand Canada has appointed Bill Briggs
business development manager, retail,
where he is responsible for accounts across
Canada for the On-Q, Pass & Seymour and
Wiremold brands. He brings with him a
solid background in the retail industry,
most recently as sales manager for Cooper
Wiring Devices (Eagle Electric). Meantime,
Bob Gregory, eastern regional manager
for Legrand Canada, announced the
appointment of Blair Davis Agencies as
the Newfoundland representative for the
On-Q, Ortronics, Pass & Seymour and
Wiremold lines.

Questions and answers compiled by Ted Olechna

So, you think you know the electrical code, eh? Well, we’ll soon find out if you’re an electrical code junkie or downright code-clueless.
Take a look at the following questions and check your answers online at www.ebmag.com, or in February’s Electrical Business.
Question 1: Branch circuit conductors used for the
supply of energy to heating equipment shall be
permitted to supply other electrical outlets and
equipment?
a) True b) False

Question 2: What is the smallest size of copper
conductor that can be used as a neutral conductor
for a service?
a) 12 b) 10 c) 8 d) 6

Question 3: Do you require Class A GFCI protection for
a 220V outside receptacle feeding pool equipment at
a single dwelling?
a) Yes b) No

Answers to Code Conundrum Electrical Business November/December 2005
Question 1: Can a receptacle that is protected
by a GFCI be installed 1 m from the inside walls
of a hot tub?
Answer: b) No. CEC Rule 68-064 Receptacles
states: “1) Receptacles shall not be located
within 1.5 m of the inside walls of the pools”.

Question 2: Can a dielectric liquid-filled
transformer, which contains 42 L of liquid,
be installed in an electrical room?

Question 3: A 347/600V, 1200A circuit is solidly
grounded. Must it have ground fault protection?

Answer: b) No. CEC Rule 26-012 states:
“1) Dielectric liquid-filled electrical equipment
containing more than 23 L of liquid in one tank,
or more than 69 L in a group of tanks, shall be
located in an electrical equipment vault”.

Answer: a) Yes. Rule 14-102(1) tells us that
ground fault protection shall be provided for
solidly grounded circuits rated more than
150V-to-ground, less than 750V phase-to-phase
and 1000A or more to de-energize all normally
ungrounded conductors of a faulted circuit in
the event of a ground”.

HOW DID YOU DO?
3 of 3 = Not only are you smart, you love to show off.
2 of 3 = You’re pretty smart, but you still missed one.

1 of 3 = Your understanding of these questions is not up to code.
0 of 3 = Did you come up with your answers by playing Eenie, Meenie, Minie, Moe?

EB Code Conundrum brought to you by...
A trusted ECA advisor for over 12 years.
Group Benefits • Group Retirement Plans • Executive Pensions

teamservice@skipwithassoc.ca

Port Perry: 905.985.8648 or 800.661.9023
Barrie: 705.734.6279 or 866.529.2988
The ECA association plan is exclusive to the electrical industry and ECA membership partners.
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DAP Technologies, a manufacturer of
mobile computing solutions and services,
promoted Brian Aldham to the newly
created role of director of marketing and
service. Based at the company’s head office in
Quebec City, he will guide and oversee
DAP’s customer service in all its commercial
applications, and continue to be responsible
for global marketing and inside sales.
The Schneider Electric North American
Operating Division announced Andy
Gravitt is assuming the role of vice-president
of industrial automation and control. Andy
has 13 years of experience with Schneider
Electric’s NA Operating Division, which he
joined in 1992 as general manager of the
Retail Products Division.

Lucky ASIS attendee wins a TV

Panasonic Security Systems repeated its
“I got IT!” plasma TV giveaway promotion at
the ASIS show in Orlando, Fla. Several
individuals won a Panasonic 42-in. plasma
TV after being spotted wearing “I got IT!”
buttons at the show. Pictured here is the
winner from Day 2, Kevin Yagi, from
CAMACC Systems Inc. in Ontario, with
Julianna Benedick, director of marketing for
Panasonic System Solutions Co. (left) and
Keith Kanestrin, marketing manager for
Panasonic Security Systems (right).
The Hon. David L. Emerson, minister of
industry and minister responsible for the
Standards Council of Canada (SCC),
proposed the reappointment of Hugh A.
Krentz as SCC’s chair for a three-year term.
The proposed reappointment has been
referred for review to the Standing
Committee on Industry, Natural Resources,
Science and Technology.
Demand-side management innovator, Blue
Line Innovations, appointed Sheldon
Stevens as CFO. He brings extensive experience working with a range of technology
companies, as well as accounting and
management consulting groups.
Vancouver’s Plutonic Power Corp. has
appointed Peter Wong, CA, as CFO, where
he is responsible for leading and directing
the development and management of all
aspects of the accounting, financial and
governance operations of the company.
Plutonic is an emerging energy producer in
British Columbia. Its proposed 19 projects
have a design capacity of over 870 MW and
the potential to generate approximately
2900 GWh per annum of green energy.
Recently, it successfully completed Stages 1
and 2 towards securing a Water License and
Crown Land rights from Land and Water
British Columbia for the development
of a 21-MW run-of-river non-storage
hydroelectric power generation project on
Freda Creek, near Powell River, B.C.

MEET THE PLAYERS //

Proponent of professionalism
and training
BY ANTHONY CAPKUN

“A

fter high school, I went to Whistler for a year
and worked on the mountain,” explains Dan
Mott, president of Mott Electric, a prominent
electrical contractor in British Columbia that’s
also celebrating its 75th anniversary. “Then, out of the
desperate need for a job, I answered an ad and joined
the electrical field.”
Dan found he enjoyed the work, so he decided to
apprentice and, if everything went well, become a fulltime electrical professional. At about his fifth year in
the trade, Dan started at Mott Electric as a journeyman. After a time he proved his mettle and advanced
to foreman, then superintendent. His rise did not stop
there. He eventually found himself in the role of general manager, then president and GM.

research, Dan learned that 60% of contractors fail
because they had no succession plan in place.
And as with other industries, “There are those who
take but do not give back,” says Dan. They only look
at what they can take over the next several months
but do not consider what will happen over the next
several years, he says. “Those who bet their business
on cheap labour will forever complain of worker
shortage and lack of skills.”

Dan Mott poses with the
extremity MRI machine
that Mott Electric helped
purchase for St. Paul’s Hospital
in Vancouver.”

Dan Mott

When he gets involved, he stays involved
“It took a couple of years in the trade before I came to
realize the benefits of getting involved in industry
groups,” says Dan. “They’re great for networking; talking to your peers about similar issues and concerns.”
He tells me that being part of a group gives you broader perspective of the industry, and the ability to present
issues to government with a broad consensus.
Dan must enjoy the broader perspectives, because
for 17 years he has been on the board of the Electrical
Contractors Association of B.C. (ECABC), has spent
13 years with the Canadian Electrical Contractors
Association (CECA), and 18 years as the bargaining
rep for CLRA-IBEW—not to mention involvement
with numerous community boards and foundations.

On apprentices
The next generation is very important to Mott Electric,
which is why for years it has supported the concept and
importance of field training and mentoring, and continues to facilitate that need with participation on JTCs
and the Canadian National Apprenticeship Forum. In
fact, one of Mott’s apprentices, Adam Byron, represented Canada’s electrical trade at the WorldSkills competition in Finland last year.
“Construction has always had a tough time selling
itself as a career choice and it is not being made any
easier by those that continue to treat trades as the last
resort job,” Dan notes. “This is further compromised
by teaching only limited skills rather than full apprenticeships, which is a trend these days by individuals
who lack long-term vision and an understanding of
the construction industry’s needs.”
That said, Dan believes the electrical industry is
successfully attracting people of “good calibre”, but
he foresees problems on the management front in the
years ahead.

“People are generally less interested in taking on
the responsibilities of leadership,” Dan admits.
“Managing a business takes a lot of your time.” He
explains that most owners never take the time to
step back and enjoy what they’ve accomplished, let
alone look down the road and see what things are
coming their way. “Using a boat analogy, a lot of
owners are in the engine room, or at the navigation system, etc., and never take the time to go out
on the bow and look at the stars and into the
future,” he says.
One of the biggest problems Dan sees is the lack
of succession planning. “Very few owners think of
succession until it is too late,” he advises. “In our
industry, the lack of a succession plan can easily kill
your business.” While doing some business

Designed for everyday use in the field and on the go, most
would agree that the rugged PT-1650 P-touch® electronic
labeller is an organizational marvel.
It can create labels on a variety of tape sizes and colour
combinations in seconds. And, using Brother’s unique TZ tape
technology, the PT-1650 creates scratchproof labels that can
withstand sunlight, oils, chemicals and friction. So they’re ideal
for a whole range of industrial and manufacturing applications.

For more information, please call 1-877-BROTHER
(1-877-276-8437) or visit our website at www.brother.ca
Brother and its logo are trademarks of Brother Industries, Ltd., Japan. All specifications are subject to change
without prior notice. All registered trademarks referenced herein are the property of their respective companies.
© 2005 Brother Industries, Ltd. Nagoya, Japan. © 2005 Brother International Corporation (Canada) Ltd.
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WESTERN UPDATE//

Despite the rain, Vancouver shines
BCEA Electrical Showcase 2005

I

like turning to The Weather Network to
check out the weekly weather predictions. Living where I do (in southern
Ontario), I’m used to seeing high winds
one day, thunderstorms the next, and snow
the day after that. I imagine a lot of other
parts of the country get similar, varied weekly forecasts.
Not so in Vancouver in November. The
Weather Network there displayed only
one symbol on each day of its five-day

BY ANTHONY CAPKUN

forecast: rain. The cab driver told me this
is normal; that the entire winter season is
like this.
I have to hand it to the Vancouverites...
they don’t let the rain get them down.
I was there last fall because of the British
Columbia Electrical Association’s (BCEA’s)
Electrical Showcase, which comprises a trade
show and educational sessions.

Education: lecture hall
A comprehensive series of seminars ran in
conjunction with the trade show, focusing
on topics of current interest to the industry.
The B.C. Safety Authority (BCSA) started
the day with a presentation on the new electrical code (which can be ordered now by visiting www.shopcsa.ca). The following seminar showed us the major changes lighting
products have gone through over the past
five years.
Jean-Guy Bioudrias of Hammond
Power presented “Energy Savings and
Dry-Type Distribution Transformer for
Today’s Modern Electronic Loads”, which

was followed by two final seminars: one on
the grounding and bonding of electrical
systems and the other on arc flash and
blast hazards.

Education: show floor
The trade show component of the Showcase
was a huge success. This year, over 130
booths exhibited the latest in electrical products and services. (It was good to see a lot of
the same exhibitors as last year’s Victoria
Showcase.)
The Showcase welcomed over 1600 guests
and visitors, and BCEA is already looking
forward to 2006. Check out these photos
from the Showcase 2005 floor (and more
online at EBmag.com). Well done BCEA!
P.S. We bid a fond farewell to Tracey
Gallant, BCEA’s executive director who,
after 15 years of service and dedication,
has left the organization to spend more
time with her family. She leaves BCEA in
the capable hands of Barb Cejalvo. Good
luck to both Tracey and Barb in their
pursuits!

Anthony Capkun, Electrical Business editor, stands with Tracey
Gallant, who recently announced her departure as BCEA executive
director. Good luck, Tracey!

The folks at Thomas & Betts booth tell visitors about their latest
offerings, including commercial products.

Philips is on hand at the Electrical Showcase to ensure visitors don’t
miss out on the latest in lighting technologies.

INFO NO. 29

The guys at Schneider Electric took a moment out of their busy day
(between visitors) to pose for EB’s camera.
INFO NO. 30
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PRODUCT SHOWCASE //
Steel raceway

Wiremold/Legrand’s Designer Series 4000 steel raceway
accelerates installation by reducing or eliminating field cutting,
avoiding on-wall obstacles and accepting all standard devices.
The raceway also boasts an optional downward-facing
configuration for receptacles and data jacks, improving
connection reliability and creating more space inside the
raceway to meet cable bend radius requirements. The modular
design minimizes the number of cuts required during
installation, while the scored base makes cutting easy when
needed. Unique adjustable couplings allow up to 4 in. of lateral movement so the base can be stretched or compressed to fit
a given space and/or to align mounting holes with studs. Series
4000 accepts all standard devices and device plates.
110 Wiremold/Legrand

PRODUCTS FOR LIGHTING APPLICATIONS
Acrylic luminaires

Line of tubular pulse-start lamps

Day-Brite Lighting’s newest addition to the Expressions™ family—
the DI series—lets you add a
unique touch to retail and commercial applications. The prismatic acrylic refractors of the DI luminaires are injection moulded from
100% virgin acrylic. Combinations
of 75% direct/25% indirect, 65%
direct/35% indirect, 55%
direct/45% indirect and 50%
direct/50% indirect distributions
are available. The HBD ballast
assembly has a two-piece, heavy wall die-cast aluminum housing, with exclusive Day-Brite Slant2 ballast mounting for cooler operation. Ballast assembly,
pendant stem and assembly are offered in a variety of paint colours.
114 Thomas Lighting Canada

A new line of Uni-Form®
pulse-start tubular MH
(H75) lamps combine
the benefits of pulsestart with the light control provided by compact
tubular lamps. Each
lamp is designed specifically for horizontal operation without requiring
a position-oriented socket. Available in 200W, 300W, 320W and 350W versions, the new units are
suitable for street, outdoor and parking lot lighting applications. They promise less light pollution, reduced glare and better light cut-off from the luminaire. In addition, the colour is more stable over the life of the lamp and more
consistent from lamp to lamp.
115 Venture Lighting

Heat-stabilized, UV-resistant cable ties
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For more information on

how you can
experience lighting’s best

visit our web site at holophane.com
Contact your local Holophane factory sales representative,
call Launa @ (905) 707-5830
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INFO NO. 31

Tyco Thermal offers custom-manufactured Isopad silicone heated
jackets for cylindrical
surface heating. These
jackets are rugged and
moisture/chemical
resistant, and can
operate in ambient
temperatures ranging
from –62°C to 200°C. They are warm to the touch and are able to
function within a range of power densities. The jackets can
include a high temperature thermal cutout switch and your choice
of temperature sensor with an RTD. They can also include a PID
auto-tuned electronic 48-DIN temperature control or a complete
prewired mini-control panel with cord set.
113 Tyco Thermal Controls
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A Revolutionary
Scientific Advancement
in Optical Design
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Heated jackets for surface heating
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Fluke
Corp.’s
1587/ET advanced
electrical
troubleshooting kit combines a Fluke 1587
insulation multimeter, Fluke i400 current clamp and
Fluke 62 mini IR thermometer in a single, rugged case. The kit is
designed to equip electricians and technicians with all the
tools necessary to quickly troubleshoot problems and perform
preventive maintenance on electrical systems. For added user
protection, the 1587 and i400 both have a CAT III 1000V/CAT IV
600V overvoltage rating.
112 Fluke Corp.

ISD SUPERGLASS

H

Electrical troubleshooting kit

Introducing
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Thomas & Betts Ltd. has
included high-temperature,
outdoor applications to its
line of Ty-Rap® cable ties
with the introduction of
the Ty-Rap® heat-stabilized/UV-resistant cable tie.
The combination of these
properties in one nonmetallic cable tie provides a
range of applications with
lower cost and shorter
installation time than
metallic fasteners, lacing cord or tape. The cable tie is available in
four sizes (3.6 in. [18 lb tensile strength], 5.5 in. [40 lb], 7.3 in. [50
lb] and 13.4 in. [120 lb]) and has a temperature range of –40°C to
105°C. The ties are available 1000 to a package (except the
largest, which is available 500/package), and all may be used with
traditional T&B installation tooling.
111 Thomas & Betts Ltd.

LIBRARY//
For more information, enter the number on the card in this issue
More Options. More Brains.
More Brawn. Less Waste.

Beghelli Canada Inc.’s TEMPESTA luminaire won the prestigious Gold Award at
the IIDEX-NeoCon 2005 in the lighting
category for its commitment to innovation and design. Tempesta Luminaire is
designed and built to meet stringent
specifications in such markets as schools,
hospitals, hotels, and financial institutions. The Tempesta’s high output lens
and reflector allow for greater fixture-tofixture spacing and even distribution of
light. For more information on Beghelli
Emergency Lighting please contact:

BRADY's new handheld labelling system has
everything it takes to make you an
Identification Expert! The IDXPERT is the first
handheld cartridge based labelling system
that can print die-cut labels, self-laminating
labels and sleeves as well as continuous
tapes...You name it IDXPERT prints it!
Choose from two keyboard layouts, then
select from a wide range of label materials
engineered just for your application. That
includes wire and cable markers; panel, rack
and frame ID; facilities labels; and specialty
labels for labs and work spaces.

4

Brady
Tel: 1-800-263-6179
Fax: 800-387-4935
www.bradycanada.com

5

Superior Flexible Conduits, A Canadian
owned and operated manufacturer of
metallic flexible conduits, prides itself
on being a company as flexible as its
products. Superior excels at workmanship and exemplary customer service,
offering standard and specialized
unique products for the electrical
industry. Find out more about our customized product line….
We invite you to contact us with your
inquiries and visit our website.

7

Superior
905-355-2959
www.superiorflex.com

8

Thomas & Betts Limited
(450) 347-5318
www.tnb-canada.com

STANDARD Products Inc.
1-(800) 361-6965 Dial option #1
marketing@standardpro.com
www.standardpro.com
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9

11

Virtual Police Technology Canada Inc.
(866) 991-5999
www.virtualpolice.net

The RSi SX series is a family of modular high performance sensorless vector drives which feature the easiest
programming on the market today.
Standard are the Nema 1,12 enclosures, Modbus RTU (optional device
net, metasys communication), built in
DB resistor and a wide variety of
inputs and outputs.

12

Thomas & Betts Limited
(450) 347-5318
www.tnb-canada.com

Hammond Manufacturing offers thousands of Industrial, Commercial and
Datacom enclosure solutions. We can
cross our products to other major suppliers and provide service and quality
second to none.
Email us today to request our full product catalog or visit our website for
more information.

15

Custom Armoring,
Jacketing and Special
Constructions:

Northern Cables Inc.
888-524-5050
info@northerncables.com
www.northerncables.com

Hammond Manufacturing
Tel: 519-822-2960
ebinfo@hammfg.com
www.hammfg.com

Wunpeece Duct Spacer
The Wunpeece Spacer is the ideal duct
spacer for all concrete encased duct
bank projects. The Wunpeece replaces
traditional base and intermediate duct
spacers. With its sturdy one piece construction and snap-in design, field
assembly is significantly reduced and
labor can be cut by as much as 50% on
installation. Additionally, with only one
item to order, inventory hassles are
eliminated.

Northern Cables Inc. provides custom
interlocked armor services on other
manufactured cores supplied by the
customer. The most common materials
for armor are aluminum or galvanized
steel. Choice of material thickness and
grade can vary depending on the physical properties required by the end user.
Other materials are available upon
request.

17

Benshaw Canada
Tel: 519-291-5112
Fax: 519-291-2595
www.benshaw.com

Industrial, Commercial &
Datacom Enclosures

ExpressTray® Expanded product line
– updated catalogue
The fast track in cable management
systems is now even faster.
New product innovations include the
QuikLok™ profile tray and the TabLok™
bracket support system. The patented
QuikLok tray profile connects lengths of
tray at record speed with no tools or hardware required. TabLok™ profiles require no
hardware when attaching to tray and are
available in straight lengths, center-hung
assemblies, “L”and “J”style brackets.

14

Vantera Incorporated
1-866-353-2785
www.iplc.com

RSi SX Series

If you are interested in increasing your
video surveillance business a Virtual
Police Authorized Business Partnership
should be in your plans.

EYE HALOGEN
The CHOICE in Halogen
How important is QUALITY?
When visually inspecting a halogen light bulb,
it is difficult to distinguish any difference in
quality. Poor quality becomes apparent only
during the operation. A low quality halogen
light bulb can damage your fixture and provide
substandard performance.
EYE Halogen lamps are Japanese
made lamps with the highest
quality standards.
For more information or to locate your local
distributor, please contact:

16

Ruud Lighting Canada
1-800-473-1234
sales@ruud.ca
www.ruud.ca

BROTHER INTERNATIONAL
1-877-BROTHER (1-877-276-8437)
www.brother.ca

The Intelligent Parking Lot Controller is
a two-circuit "smart technology" electrical
outlet designed to deliver 65% in power savings for parking lot block-heater applications. The programmable on-board computer measures temperature to regulate power
flow and ensure starts at all temperatures.
Fast installation to varied junction boxes
makes retrofit easy and flexible. Durable
construction and 10 years in the field prove
99.8% reliability.

If you are looking to increase your CCTV
sales and profit in the growing video
surveillance market, you need the right
partner backing you every step of they
way. Virtual Police has created the program for you. To give our dealers that
extra edge to secure new business, Virtual
Police introduces the Authorized
Business Partner Program.

Hazlux® Industrial Lighting Fixtures
for Hazardous Locations
and Adverse Environments
Thomas & Betts presents an improved catalogue for Hazlux® industrial lighting fixtures. Certified for use in some of the most
demanding environments, Hazlux fixtures
are built to perform under the most adverse
conditions. This catalogue simplifies the
selection process with certification and
compliance information, sample assembly
diagrams, concise ordering information,
accessories and dimensional drawings.

13

6

For catalog information on the Aviator
series and to get information on your
local Canadian agent for Ruud Lighting
please contact us.

Model 6300 was designed to perform
all of the necessary 3 phase power
measurements with selectable integration times. The internal nonvolatile memory is provided for nonstop recording of up to 10 days. This
model also accepts compact flash
memory cards is USB friendly, and
is designed to safety standard
IEC 61010-1 CAT III 600V.

RHC & Association
Tel: 905-828-6221
Fax: 905-828-6408
info@rhctest.com

Designed for everyday use in the field and on
the go, most would agree that the rugged
PT-1650 P-touch® electronic labeller is an
organizational marvel.
It can create labels on a variety of tape sizes
and colour combinations in seconds. And,
using Brother's unique TZ tape technology,
the PT-1400 creates scratchproof labels that
can withstand sunlight, oils, chemicals and
friction. So they're ideal for a whole range of
industrial and manufacturing applications.

Ruud Lighting Canada introduces a
sleek new dayform in the Aviator site
light. Great lines combine with terrific
full-cutoff performance. 7-year finish
warranty, 3-year electrical warranty!
Ruud Lighting Canada sells only to electrical and lighting distributors.

Kyoritsu Compact Power
Meter

10

Beghelli Canada Inc.
1-877-358-9638
sales@beghellicanada.com
www.beghellicanada.com

WRITTEN PROOF THAT YOU'RE
ORGANIZED.

18

Underground Devices Inc.
Call (800) 800-2118,
or visit www.udevices.com
for more information

MARKETPLACE //
For more information, enter the number on the card in this issue

WANTED

EB
MARKETPLACE

Molded Case Circuit Breakers. New & Used, All Brands.
Motor Control & MCC. Buckets in A&B, S.D. & W.H. & C.H.

Please call, email or fax Ralph Falvo with your list.
FALVO ELECTRICAL SUPPLY LTD.

Your source to
• buy or sell
• search for an employee
• advertise a course
• promote a product
• advertise a job opening
at great rates!

5838-87A St., Edmonton, Alberta
1-800-661-8892
780-466-8078 Fax 780-468-1181
email: rjf@falvo.com
INFO NO. 32

Electrical Design/Simulation Software
The Constructor- Logix & PLC Training
-Ladder logic, Electrical Circuit & control.
Tutorial Software-MC Trainer-CLX Trainer
-PLC w/ Logix Trainer and Logix Pro Simulator.
-PocketCAD-Take CAD with you.
-Process Control Training/Simulation Software

Over 18,000 coast to coast distribution!

EB MARKETPLACE....
your market... covered!

Waltech Associates
Tel. 905-336-7664 Fax 905-632-5597
e-mail: info@waltechassociates.com
www. waltechassociates.com

Contact Bill Begin at 905-713-4335.
INFO NO. 34
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INFO NO. 36

INFO NO. 37
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CODE FILE //

Continuous circuit
loading RULE 8-104
T

his article defines continuous loads, and explains why this
definition is important and how wiring methods affect
the ratings of continuously operated electrical equipment.
We begin with CEC Rule 8-302(2), which specifies: “A load of
cyclic or intermittent nature shall be classified as continuous
unless it meets the requirements of Rule 8-104(3).”
This takes us to Rule 8-104(3) which requires that a
calculated load must be considered continuous when it:
• is up to 225 A and is on for more than one hour
out of two; or
• exceeds 225 A and is on for more than three hours out of six.
Why do we need to pay attention to these rules? Getting back
to the cyclic loads mentioned in Rule 8-302(2), they are considered continuous when the ON portion of their load cycles
meets the criteria specified in Rule 8-104(3). So not only are
electrical loads considered continuous when they are, in fact,
continuous, but also when they are cyclic and ON more than
half of the time.
Rules 8-104(4) and (5) provide further details on the application of this rule. Rule 8-104(4) tells us that electrical equipment such as panelboards or switchboards (when marked as
suitable for continuous operation at 100% of their ampere ratings) are permitted to operate continuously up to 100% of
rated amperes when the equipment is connected using Table 2,
copper conductors or Table 4, and aluminum conductors (up
to three current-carrying conductors in cable or raceway).
But if we make the decision to connect the equipment with
wiring sized using the allowable ampacities of single conductors in free air (based on Tables 1 or 3), then this same equipment—rated for continuous operation up to 100% of its
ampere rating—must not be continuously loaded to more
than 85%.
Why does our electrical code restrict the operation of equipment this way?
Electrical equipment is approved/certified based on test
results derived from connections with wire sizes using the
allowable ampacities of Tables 2 or 4 (up to three conductors
in a cable or raceway). But CEC does allow us to wire the same

BY LES STOCH, P.Eng.

equipment using the smaller wiring sizes found in Tables 1 or
3 for single conductors in free air. Smaller wiring sizes result in
higher connection and operating temperatures. For this reason,
the continuous operation of equipment so connected must be
restricted to no more than 85% of its ampere rating.
We find an identical requirement in Rule 8-104(5) when
electrical equipment is tested, approved and marked for continuous operation up to 80% of its ampere rating, or when the
equipment is unmarked and we assume that it is suitable for
continuous operation only up to 80% of its continuous rating.
Rule 8-104(5) tells us that when electrical equipment such as
panelboards or switchboards are marked as suitable for continuous loading to 80%, or are unmarked, the equipment may be
continuously operated up to 80% of its rating in amperes
using the conductor sizes of Tables 2 or 4.
However, when we decide to use single conductors sized
using the free-air ratings of Tables 1 or 3, then the continuous
operation of the equipment must be reduced to 70% of its
ampere rating.
Another important point to remember: the single-conductor
sizes of Tables 1 or 3 cannot be reduced to match the reduced
loadings. In all of the above circumstances, wire sizes must
conform to the equipment ratings.
Electrical loads are often a combination of continuous and
non-continuous calculated loads. For example: a 2000A
switchboard is marked for continuous operation up to 80% of
its ampere rating. The wiring method selected is single-conductor copper wiring and the wire sizes are selected from Table
1. Will CEC permit this equipment to supply a 1600A load,
half of which fits the definition of continuous and the other
half, non-continuous?
Since single-conductor wiring based on Table 1 has been
selected, the continuous portion of the total calculated load
must be derated to 70% of the rating of the equipment.
Therefore, the calculated continuous portion of the total
load is 800/0.70 = 1143 A;
• the non-continuous portion of the total load is 800 amperes
• the total calculated load is 1943 amperes

In this example, the switchboard may supply the
calculated 1943A load using conductors based on
Table 1, since the total of the derated continuous
load plus the non-continuous load comes to no
more than 2000A.

LES STOCH, P.Eng., is president of L. Stoch & Associates,
specialists in quality management/engineering services.

Always consult the
electrical inspection
authority in your
province/territory
for more specific
interpretations.
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Lighting Solutions/www.railite.biz . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 17
Master Promotions/www.masterpromotions.com . . . . . . . . . . . . 8
Meggar Ltd./www.megger.com. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 7
Messe Frankfurt/www.light-building.messefrankfurt.com . . . 10
Nexans Canada Inc./www.nexans.ca. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1
Northern Cables Inc./www.northerncables.com . . . . . . . . . 5 & 16

L

Power Survey/www.powersurvey.com. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 17
RHC & Association/www.rhctest.com . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 16
Ruud Lighting Canada/www.ruud.ca . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 16

L

Schneider Electric/www.schneider-electric.ca . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5
Skipwith & Associates/teamservice@skipwithassoc.ca . . . . . . . 12

L

Standard Products Inc./www.standardpro.com . . . . IFC, 14 & 16
Superior Flexible Conduits/www.superiorflex.com. . . . . . . . . . . 16
Techspan Industries/www.techspan.biz/te/mrkr . . . . . . . . . . . IBC
Thomas & Betts Ltd./www.tnb-canada.com. . . . . . . . 1, 16 & OBC

Brady has the right portable printer to fit your identification needs!

Underground Devices Inc./www.udevices.com. . . . . . . . . . . . . . 16

To receive more information about our Portable Printers...

Call: 1-800-263-6179 or Fax: 1-800-387-4935
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INFO NO. 38

V.J. Pamensky/www.pamensky.com . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 7
Virtual Police/www.virtualpolice.net . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 16
Waltech Associates Inc./www.waltechassociates.com . . . . . . . 17

Need Lugs NOW?
Why Wait? We Ship Today!
*
*
*
*
*
*

Huge Canadian Stock
Distributors Coast-to-Coast
8ga up to 1000 MCM stock
CSA and UL approved
Penn-Union Quality
Manufacturing since 1932

Call a real person
(no voice mail) at…

1-800-363-1588
Ask for Dave, Nadine, or Belal.
They'll give you stock status
and the name of our local
stocking distributor.
INFO NO. 39

Split Bolts

Grounding

INFO NO. 40

INFO NO. 41

www.techspan.biz/te/lugs
3131 Pepper Mill Court
Mississauga, ON L5L 4X6
Fax: 905-820-6150 e-mail: sales@techspan.on.ca
Cord Grips in…
Aluminum, Steel, Nylon, Stainless

INFO NO. 42

Teck-Seal Teck Connectors…
Fast Installation - PowR-Lock Ground - Compact Design

INFO NO. 43

www.techspan.biz/te/grips
3131 Pepper Mill Court
Mississauga, ON L5L 4X6
Fax: 905-820-6150 e-mail: sales@techspan.on.ca

THE END
At the end of the cable, you’ll find a clue.
Put an end to detective work and get on with
the electrical work with Partex® Marking
Systems from Thomas & Betts.
Wire identification shouldn’t be a mystery. Partex®
Marking Systems simplify wire and cable identification,
no matter how complex the installation. With three
marking methods available — single characters,
customized markers and do-it-yourself — as well
as a complete range of accessories, you can choose the
method that best suits your needs.

SPECIAL
INTRODUCTORY OFFER
COMPLETE
KIT

FREE!

$550.00!
®

Partex E-Z-Coder Portable Kit

Use anywhere for identification of cables, conduits, cabinets
and components. Portable kit contains:
• 36 reels of 500 interlocking single character PVC sleeves
including 1 to 9, A to Z and “-”
• 100 short cable tag holders for up to 10 characters
(PKHO70)
• 100 long cable tag holders for up to 20 characters
(PKH110POL)
• 100 Ty-Rap® cable ties (TY5253MX)
• 4 empty reel spaces available to customize kit

For more information, contact your local Thomas & Betts sales representative.
ATLANTIC
1-877-862-4357

QUEBEC
1-800-465-1399

ONTARIO
1-877-291-7771

B.C.
1-866-540-8220

ALBERTA
MID-WEST
1-888-664-5666 1-866-540-8220
INFO NO. 44

Get a free cap
when you purchase
the Partex® E-Z-Coder Kit
at your local participating
electrical distributor.
Offer valid
while quantities last.

